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Sited amidst the busy streets of Green Park, New Delhi, Group DCA was asked to create a café cum
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bar that calls itself the Backyard and even amidst the framework of chaos, provides an aura of
relaxation and happiness by means of every detail. The client brief called for a casual hang-out
place that would be perfect for a Sunday brunch or a Saturday evening as well for friends and
family. Conceptually, it was envisaged as a unique café space that would transform the mood and
endow the visitor with a feeling of being in the backyard as the name suggests. Creating an oasis in
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the middle of the chaotic street that typically hovers with traጘc, the intent was to exploit the views,
whilst crafting a restaurant space. Planned in a manner that enables a leisurely experience while
sitting on the terrace or next to a window, the visitor gets an experience of the world whizzing by.
Demarcation of space is enabled by means of plants and trees that augment the natural ambience,
while reducing the sound that is generated from the movement on the streets nearby and viceversa.
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The lower ጘoor with wooden ጘooring has a central long bar and serves an exemplary example of
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amalgamation of exterior landscape with the interiors by means of large glass windows. These are
created next to the seating arrangements and bring in plenty of natural light during the day.The
plants and trees outside have been lit up to create a feeling of being outdoors at night, and
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transform the space into a nice party place, while being relaxed and casual. The strategically,
asymmetrically placed antique mirrors on the exposed ceilings craft a myriad of reጘections creating
a dynamic that adds drama to the interiors. A white brick wall with lighting ጘxtures breaks the
monotony of the monochromatic color palette.The chairs and tables on the lower ጘoor are
designed to be at adjustable heights, thereby redeጘning the look and purpose of the space by
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transforming it from a seating space to a standing one.

The terrace revolves around a central pergola structure which has layers of ጘttings in it and
innovative lighting ጘxtures hanging gently from the pergola. There is only a layer of loose gravel on
the existing ጘoor of the terrace to provide a feeling of being outdoors. A bar on one corner has
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DISCOVER MORE RESTAURANTS

Olhöps Craft Beer House

Blue Bottle Coጘee Shinjuku Cafe

Introduction This project rises with the hopes of creating a new kind ...

The cafe is located on the ground ጘoor of a newly opened commercial f...
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